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Historical,

As a proud member of the Libertarian Party in , you've witnessed
firsthand the importance of securing ballot access and expanding the
party’s influence within your state.

However, the fight for liberty extends far beyond your state’s borders, and
there are compelling reasons why supporting ballot access efforts in
other states benefits us all, including you and your state party.

Here's why your support matters beyond state lines:

Community Building: By supporting ballot access efforts in other
states, we demonstrate a sense of community within the larger
Libertarian movement.
Long-Term Growth: As more states gain ballot access, our party's
visibility and influence increase, creating a more favorable
environment for Libertarian candidates and policies across the
country. This effect can come back to your state and lead to internal
growth as well. Rising Tides raise all ships!
Reciprocal Support: When we help fellow Libertarians secure
access to the ballot, we can count on their support and assistance
when our state faces challenges or opportunities in the future.
National Representation: A strong presence of Libertarian
candidates on the ballot nationwide allows us to participate in
debates, gain media coverage, and shape public discourse on
important issues, ultimately benefiting Libertarians in all states,
including yours.

Caryn Ann Harlos <carynannharlos@gmail.com>
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Policy Innovation: By supporting ballot access in other states, we
contribute to the diversity of ideas and approaches within the
Libertarian Party, fostering innovation and progress in policy
development.
Electoral Strategy: Achieving ballot access in multiple states is
essential for our party's electoral strategy and viability. It opens up
new opportunities for strategic campaigning, coalition-building, and
electoral alliances, ultimately strengthening our electoral prospects
and advancing our agenda.

In conclusion, supporting ballot access efforts in other states is not just an
act of generosity—it's an investment in the future of liberty and the success
of the Libertarian Party nationwide. Your support helps to build a stronger,
more vibrant Libertarian movement that benefits us all, both now and in the
years to come.

The time to act is now. We need to raise $90,000 to close out the
following 3 States:

New Hampshire:
Cost: $24,000
Signatures Needed: 3000
Deadline: 6/14/24

New Mexico:
Cost: $25,000
Signatures Needed: 3561
Deadline: 6/27/24

Alabama:
Cost: $40,000
Signatures Needed: 5000
Deadline: 8/15/24

We need 3,600 $25 Donations >>>

Donate $25 Today

We need 1,800 $50 Donations >>>

Donate $50 Today

We need 900 $100 Donations >>>

Donate $100 Today
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Don’t assume someone else is going to give. We need YOUR help to
make this happen. 

Thank you for considering the importance of supporting ballot access
beyond our state borders. Together, we can continue to advance the cause
of liberty and make a meaningful impact on the political landscape across
the country.

Yours in liberty,

Dustin Nanna
Ballot Access Committee Chair
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